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ABSTRACT
Xiong, Aiping. M.S.I.E., Purdue University, August 2014. Influence of Referential
Coding in a Choice Task Performed in a Simulated Driving Cockpit. Major Professors:
Robert W. Proctor and Vincent Duffy.
Driving and other tasks performed by the driver of a vehicle are spatial. Thus, it is
important to understand how the driver represents the spatial environment. In laboratory
studies, the Simon task is used to study spatial coding. Participants are to make a left or
right response to a nonspatial stimulus feature, but the stimulus can occur in a left or right
position. The Simon effect is that responses are faster when the stimulus location
corresponds with the response location. That effect is not usually found for a go/no-go
task in which only one response is made to one of the relevant stimulus values, but it is
when another person or referent object is placed beside the performer. This thesis tested
whether an “infotainment display” in a driving cockpit produces a similar referential
coding effect when responses are presses of a left or right button on the steering wheel.
Experiment 1 showed that the Simon effect was obtained for the left button but
not the right button with a natural hand position, when a simulated infotainment display
was located on the right of the steering wheel, simulating a right-hand vehicle cockpit. In
Experiment 2, participants performed the same task, but with the display position on the
left of the steering wheel, simulating a left-hand vehicle cockpit. The Simon effect in
Experiment 2 tended to be smaller for left-hand responses than right-hand responses, but
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it was significant for both. Across the two experiments, though, spatial correspondence
interacted with response (left hand; right hand) and display position (Experiment 1: right;
Experiment 2: left): The Simon effect was significantly smaller for the response that was
to the side of the infotainment display than for the response that was to the opposite side.
Because both responses tended to show positive Simon effects even when they
were to the same side as the infotainment display, the display was removed in
Experiment 3. In this case, both left- and right-hand responses showed Simon effects.
This result, which differs from most prior studies of go/no-go Simon tasks, is likely a
consequence of the non-responding hand being placed on the button used by that hand in
the other test block. A Simon effect distribution analysis showed an increasing trend for
the left-hand response but a stable trend for the right-hand response, regardless of display
position. Although the Simon effect asymmetry relative to the infotainment display
implicates coding with reference to that display, other factors such as differences
between the left and right hands and participants’ past experiences may also influence the
results.
The results confirmed the spatial coding account of the Simon effect in an
individual go-no/go Simon task paradigm. They also provide evidence as to how people
code responses made with steering wheel buttons in a driving cockpit. The finding that
the fastest responses were observed for the left button on the steering wheel for a righthand vehicle implies that driving-related features should be placed on the left side.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Gibson and Crooks (1938) described driving as a type of locomotion through a
field of space, and the task of the automobile driver is predominantly a spatial perceptualmotor task. Indeed, no one would doubt the importance of the spatial dimension, at least
outside the vehicle, during driving. With the development of electronic technology in the
latter 20th century, more and more sophisticated systems have been spread inside the
vehicle, including the multifunction instrument cluster display behind the steering wheel
and a head-up display (HUD) projected on the front windshield to improve driving safety
and efficiency, and the centrally located infotainment system to improve the driver’s
comfort (Kern & Schmidt, 2009). Therefore, the space within the vehicle has become
increasingly more complicated.
The interactions of the driver with these systems are critical, as they may improve
the driver’s driving experience or distract the driver from the primary driving task.
Steering wheel buttons or thumbwheels are widely used to control these functions
remotely because the buttons or thumbwheels can be reached without moving the hands
away from the steering wheel, which improves driving safety by reducing visual
distraction time and operation time (Makiguchi, Tokunaga, & Kanamori, 2003). As the
drivers operate these systems with the steering wheel’s left or right buttons inside the
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vehicle, it is essential to investigate how the horizontal spatial dimensions provided by
these added systems impact the interactions of the steering wheel buttons on each side.
Multiple horizontal spatial dimensions exist inside the car. First of all, the steering
wheel itself provides one spatial reference frame because the buttons are located on the
left and right, and operated by the left and right thumbs, respectively. Secondly, the
centrally located infotainment system separates the vehicle’s interior horizontal space in
another level, which pushes the driving cockpit leftward (or rightward for vehicles
driving with left-hand traffic rules) from the driver’s perspective. Besides, the driving
cockpit looks even more leftward (or rightward for vehicles driving with left- hand traffic
rules) if the spatial frame provided by the passenger seat or the passenger on the right (or
left for vehicles driving with left-hand traffic rules) is taken into consideration.
Altogether, the multiple horizontal dimensions provided in the current vehicle interior
design make the spatial coding of both steering wheel left and right buttons leftward (or
rightward for vehicles driving with left-hand traffic rules).
With the leftward (or rightward for vehicles driving with left-hand traffic rules)
spatial coding inside the car, the spatial coding conflict happens for the steering wheel
right button (or the left one for vehicles driving with left-hand traffic rules). How
performance with that button will be impacted becomes a problem. The study sought to
explore the spatial representation of the steering wheel controls as a function of the
position of a simulated infotainment display.
1.2 Driving-Related Research
Previous research in the area of displays (stimuli) and controls (responses) in
automobiles reveals a lack of examination of spatial compatibility. Most of the research
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has discussed the design of displays or controls (e.g., Dukic, Hanson, Holmqvist &
Wartenberg, 2005; Lambel, Laakso & Summala, 1990; Waller & Green, 1997), but not
how they operate together. A few studies demonstrated that steering wheel-mounted
controls were more effective than controls near the display (Makiguchi, et al., 2003;
Murata & Moriwaka, 2005), but mainly from the perspective of the display-control
proximity compatibility (see section 1.2.2; Wickens & Carswell, 1995) . Generally
speaking, spatial compatibility effects between displays and controls in automobiles have
not been studied systematically and in detail.
1.2.1 Steering Wheel Button Controls
A few previous studies have investigated effects of the number of steering wheel
controls and their arrangement. Murata and Moriwaka (2005) examined how the
arrangement and number of steering wheel buttons interactively affects performance. A
cross-type arrangement with three steering-wheel mounted switches provided the best
results. Mossey (2013) studied the preference for steering wheel controls in three groups
of drivers (non-engineering students and engineering students 18 to 29 years of age, and
baby boomers age 47 to 65 years). Preference for the number of controls was not
significantly influenced by age, gender, group, model year of current vehicle, or affinity
for technology. Users across the three groups wanted to keep the most critical and
frequently used controls, such as cruise control functions and radio controls, in the upper
two spokes of the steering wheel, easily within thumb reach.
Steering wheel controls’ horizontal placement was also examined among the three
user groups in Mossey’s (2013) study. The results indicated a general trend to place
radio-related controls on the left side of the wheel but cruise controls on the right side,
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along with other performance controls. However, how and why participants were making
such horizontal placement decisions were not provided. In fact, this preference is
consistent with some automobile manufacturers’ designs (e.g., 2013 Subaru Outback, and
2014 Honda Accord), and a possible reason may be based on the “common sense” that a
faster response can be obtained on the right-hand side because 70%-90% of the
population is right-handed (Holder, 1997), which will provide more benefits to drivingrelated features. On the contrary, some automobile manufacturers use the opposite way of
putting all driving- or performance-related controls on the left side while keeping the
infotainment related buttons on the right side, as in the 2014 Buick Regal. This
arrangement is probably based on the well-known proximity compatible principle
(Wickens & Carswell, 1995), according to which a control’s location should be close to
the display of the entity it controls. So, radio and related features’ operations were on the
right of steering wheel, close to the infotainment system on the center display.
1.2.2 Display-Control Proximity Compatibility
Murata and Moriwaka (2007) investigated display-control proximity
compatibility by manipulating display location (display on the left side of the participant
or in front) and control location (to the left of participant and on the steering wheel) for
younger and older adults. In their study, a dual-task experiment was performed by
participants, in which the primary task was first-order tracking, in which participants
operated the steering wheel according to the tracking task shown in the front projector.
The secondary tasks included control of the air conditioner, operation of the radio, and
operation of a compact disc by means of a steering wheel-mounted switch or a left
located console-mounted switch. The display was placed either in front of or on the left
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side of participants. Results showed that the proximity compatibility principle was
applicable for both the front and left displays for the older group, but it did not apply to
the left display of the young age group, for which faster responses were obtained by
steering wheel controls rather than the left side controls. The authors explained that the
proper grouping led by display-control compatibility compensated for the decline in
perceptual and cognitive functions for the older adults, which reduced the response time.
With the advantage of steering-wheel mounted buttons confirmed, the ineffectiveness of
display-control compatibility for the younger adults when using the left display was not
further explained. As buttons are located on the left and right of the steering wheel as
well, the results of this study suggest that the proximity compatibility principle may be
ineffective when using left side steering-wheel button with the left display.
In Murata and Murikawa’s (2007) study, numeral and arrow buttons fixed on the
left and right sides, respectively, were placed around the steering wheel or on a console to
the left side of the participant. In the left display condition, the left side switch was placed
between the left display and the participants. Even though it was called left switch by the
authors, there were multiple spatial frames in the simulated driving cockpit that could
render the spatial referential coding of the left side switch from left to right. First, the left
switch was composed of two parallel groups of left buttons and right buttons locally.
Second, the left switch could be coded as left based on the participant’s seat position.
Third, it could also be coded as right relative to the display’s location. In contrast, there
was no conflict in the spatial coding of the steering wheel controls with the front display.
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1.3 Spatial Representation Research
The spatial dimension’s influence on people’s performance has been widely
investigated in cognitive psychology. Spatial stimulus response (S-R) compatibility, that
faster reactions are made when the position of the stimulus corresponds with the position
of the response, is an effect that is consistent and robust (Fitts & Seeger, 1953; Proctor &
Vu, 2006). Even when the spatial relation between stimulus and response is task
irrelevant, a similar benefit of spatial correspondence also occurs, which is known as the
Simon effect (Simon, 1990; Simon & Small, 1969, for a review, see Lu & Proctor, 1995).
Both S-R compatibility and Simon effects occur for visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli
(Ho, Tan & Spence, 2005; Roswarski & Proctor, 2000; Simon, Acosta, Mewaldt, &
Speidel, 1976). In general, spatial compatibility/incompatibility plays an important role
when people perform tasks that require responding to stimuli.
1.3.1 Multiple Spatial Referential Coding
Several studies have investigated the influence of irrelevant stimulus location on
button-pressing responses to other stimulus properties. One of the important findings is
called multiple spatial referential coding. Within the context of multiple frames of
reference (e.g., Lamberts, Tavernier, & d’Ydewalle, 1992; Roswarski & Proctor, 1996;
Umiltà & Liotti, 1987), the Simon effect (spatial compatibility) decreases or disappears
when the spatial codes from different reference frames become more conflicting (e.g.,
one code signals left and the other signals right; Roswarski & Proctor, 1996). These
results clearly demonstrate that the Simon effect (spatial compatibility) is determined by
spatial codes based on multiple frames of reference. Therefore, the relative
ineffectiveness of proximity compatibility of the left display and responses in Murata and
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Murikawa’s (2007) study was possibly due to the conflicts within multiple spatial frames
of reference.
Similarly, multiple spatial frames of reference are provided to the steering wheel’s
left and right controls as well. For example, a steering wheel’s buttons can be coded left
and right based on the centerline of the steering wheel, or they could also be coded as left
according to a right display in a right-hand traffic vehicle cockpit (or as right in left-hand
traffic). Thus, those multiple spatial references could also made the proximity
compatibility ineffective for the buttons on a steering wheel.
The conflicts in current steering wheel controls horizontal spatial arrangement just
revealed the lack of explicit research on it. As proper control location must be one of the
important factors to assure fast responses of the driver for performance and safety related
control, such as cruise control buttons, (Murata, Tanaka, & Moriwaka, 2009; Mossey,
2013), whether the compatibility effect also disappears for the steering wheel left and
right buttons in multiple spatial frames of reference scenario needs to be investigated.
1.3.2 Individual Go/No-go Simon Task
In a typical Simon task paradigm, a two-choice reaction task is conducted, with
spatially defined responses (e.g., left and right response) assigned to a non-spatial
relevant stimulus feature (e.g., red or blue color). Nevertheless, the two-choice reaction
task was not a typical scenario when responding to stimuli in a car with left and right
buttons on the steering wheel. In fact, the driver responded with a specific spatially
defined button (e.g., right button) on the steering wheel only to one stimulus value (e.g.,
press phone button on steering wheel to answer phone call when a ringtone is heard),
rendering the task into a “go/no-go Simon task”. When a single participant responds with
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one response to only one stimulus value (e.g., red, and not blue), the Simon effect
typically is not obtained (Hommel, 1996). The Simon effect is attributed to responseselection processes, with dual–route models, in which activation of the spatially
corresponding response occurs quickly (due to its being automatic), facilitating response
selection when the activated response is identical to the correct response and interfering
with selection when it is not (e.g., De Jong, Liang, & Lauber, 1994). The absence of
Simon effect in most go/no-go Simon tasks is accounted for by assuming that the
response-selection stage is bypassed when one consistent spatial response button is
assigned to only one stimulus’ attribute (Lu & Proctor, 1995).
Within the past decade it has been established that the Simon effect reappears if
the same go/no-go Simon task is distributed between two participants, such that each
person is responding to only one stimulus value ― the so called “social Simon effect”
(Sebanz, Knoblich, & Prinz, 2003). Within these studies, two complementary go/no-go
tasks were assigned to two participants, who sat alongside each other on the left or right
side. One participant responded to one type of task-relevant feature (e.g., red color)
presented on the left or the right on the front screen, whereas the other participant
responded to the other type (e.g., blue), so as to create an overall two-choice left-right
Simon task. There was a spatial compatibility effect in the group setting only, which was
similar to the effect obtained when one participant took care of both responses.
Previously, this social Simon effect has been considered to be due to action/task
co-representation, in which the co-actor’s actions are cognitively integrated into the
actor’s own action (Dolk, Hommel, Colzato, Schütz-Bosbach, Prinz, & Liepelt, 2011).
Nevertheless, recent findings have challenged this social co-presentation account. For
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example, Guagnano, Rusconi and Umiltà (2006) study found that the major role of the
co-actor might be to provide a spatial frame of reference to the actor’s peripersonal space,
rendering the actor’s own action as left or right. According to Dolk et al. (2011), the
“social Simon effect” could also be obtained without the human or biological co-actor.
Recently, Dolk, Hommel, Prinz, and Liepelt (2013) demonstrated a reliable
“social” Simon effect in the absence of biological co-actors. In their Experiments 1 to 4,
the mechanical arm movement of a Japanese waving cat, movement of a clock, and the
auditory rhythm of a nonmoving metronome were provided as reference-providing
objects in an auditory individual go/no-go Simon task. Any object that was salient
enough to attract attention was also sufficient to induce the social Simon effect. These
findings also explained the social Simon effect by the spatial components inherent in the
joint go/no-go Simon task, which provide participants referential spatial coding to their
responses. Dittrich, Dolk, Rothe-Wulf, Klauer, and Prinz (2013) provided further
empirical evidence for spatial coding by identifying both the response key spatial
component and co-acting agents spatial component influencing the response coding in a
joint go/no-go Simon task setting. They found a joint, social Simon effect only when
spatial features of stimuli, responding agents, and response keys all matched (i.e., all
three spatial components were vertical). As these levels (spatial components-stimulus,
response keys and co-acting agents) matched horizontally in the individual go/no-go
Simon task setting studied by Dolk et al. (2013), similar results as those of Dittrich et
al.’s (2013) experiments were observed even though the co-actor was non-biological.
Close scrutiny of Dolk et al.’s (2013) and Dittrich et al.’s (2013) experiments
revealed that spatial cues from the different components completely agreed. Even though
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only one response button was provided for the left or right for the response in Dolk et
al.’s (2013) study, components agreed as the button was always aligned with the nonbiological agent in a complementary way. In summary, the results observed in both the
joint go/no-go task and individual go/no-go task with salient objects manifested that the
response spatial dimension is critical to the Simon effect.
The evidence cited earlier in support of the multiple spatial frames of reference
account showed that the Simon effect decreases or disappears entirely when spatial codes
from different spatial cues vary from being completely in agreement (e.g., all indicate
right) to conflicting (e.g., one code indicates “right” and the other code indicates ”left”)
from the stimulus dimension. Going back to driving, both social and non-social objects
can be found in the driving cockpit, such as a passenger seated on the right (or left in lefthand traffic) side of the driver, the infotainment display located on the right (or left in
left-hand traffic) to the driver, or PND (portable navigation device) attached on the
windscreen to the right of the driver. Those social and non-social objects are all
noticeable enough to provide spatial reference frames for the driver, relative to which the
driver may code both left and right hand’s actions as left (or right in left-hand traffic). So,
for the steering wheel buttons, multiple frames of reference are available for the spatial
coding of left and right responses. By keeping the three-level (stimuli, response, and coactor) spatial components aligned horizontally, spatial cues are conflicting with the right
response button but are all in agreement with the left response button.
1.3.3 Simon Effect Distribution
Typically, the Simon effect has been investigated by the mean reaction time (RT)
differences between corresponding and noncorresponding conditions (e.g., Hommel,
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1994; Simon et al., 1976). De Jong et al. (1994) introduced a method to examine changes
in the Simon effect across the RT distribution. They used a procedure called Vincentizing
(Ratcliff, 1979), in which a group RT distribution is obtained by partitioning each
participant’s RTs on the corresponding and noncorresponding trials into percentile bins
(e.g., 10), ranging from fastest to slowest, and measuring the Simon effect for each bin.
With a graphic comparison of RTs between the two types of trials along the time course,
the dynamic property of the Simon effect is shown, revealing the underlying mechanism
of the Simon effect to a certain extent. Increasingly, researchers have augmented the
Simon effect of with RT distribution analyses (e.g., Ridderinkhof, 2002; Schwarz &
Miller, 2012; Vallesi, Mapelli, Schiff, Amodio, & Umiltá, 2005; Wascher, Schatz, Kuder,
& Verleger, 2001), providing evidence of differences among some manipulations that
produce similar Simon effect sizes on mean RT. With the bypass of response selection
account for the go/no-go Simon effect, the Simon effect would be expected to be small
across the RT distribution. Thus, besides the mean RT difference, the Simon effect across
the RT distribution was also examined in the present study.
1.4 Current Study
The study was designed to investigate how performance with the steering wheel’s
left and right button responses is impacted by the multiple spatial frames of reference
provided in the driving cockpit.
The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate the spatial coding difference between
left and right steering wheel buttons provided by a non-social co-actor, that is, a dynamic
visual display on the right side of the steering wheel intended to mimic an infotainment
system placement of vehicles driving in the United States (right-hand traffic). To that end,
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a single participant would perform an auditory go/no-go Simon task with a left or right
steering wheel button. A significant Simon effect for the left-hand response but not for
the right-hand response would demonstrate that the presence of the display on the right of
the steering wheel induced a spatial reference frame, which should render the relative
location of the right-hand response as less clearly right.
Experiment 2 was conducted to examine the same issue as Experiment 1 but only
changing the display’s location to the left side of the steering wheel, simulating vehicles
driving in the British system (left-hand traffic). According to the theory of multiple
spatial referential coding, because the location of left-hand response is less clearly left,
the Simon effect should be larger for the right-hand response than the left-hand response.
A spatial frame provided by having both hands placed on the steering wheel
buttons, when only one hand was used for responding in a trial block, possibly
contributed to the results of Experiments 1 and 2. So, Experiment 3 was designed to
investigate the spatial correspondence of left and right response in the steering wheel
without the infotainment display being present. Significant Simon effects for both hands
would suggest that some aspect of having both hands in place while performing induced
spatial coding, even though the task was go/no-go.
The results from the study have theoretical implications for the coding of
responses and provide evidence, more specifically, as to how people code responses
made with steering wheel buttons in a driving cockpit. This evidence, in turn, has
implications for where the controls should be positioned on the steering wheel.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENT 1
In the typical driving cockpit of right-hand traffic vehicle, the driver is located to
the left in the vehicle and to the left of the infotainment system. The display screen of the
infotainment system provides a salient non-biological co-actor, and therefore may act as
an extra spatial reference for the driver. Whether the infotainment system in fact acts as a
referent relative to which location is coded was studied in Experiment 1 with a go/no-go
Simon task. In the task, the participant pressed a button on the steering wheel in response
to one of two tone frequencies, regardless of whether the tone came from a left or right
location. The indicator of spatial coding is whether a correspondence effect was obtained
favoring one stimulus location over the other.
Experiment 1 was designed to investigate whether the display located on the right
side of the driver produces a go/no-go Simon effect, rendering the driver’s own actions of
both hands as left relative to the display. Single participant performed a go/no-go Simon
task, responding to tones of one of two frequencies presented to the left or right with the
left hand in one trial block and the right hand in the other. By keeping the three-level
spatial components (left or right stimulus location, left or right response on the wheel,
actor positioned left relative to the display “co-actor”) matched horizontally, spatial cues
conflict with the right response button at the actor/co-actor level, whereas the spatial
codes all agree with the left response button. Therefore, when participants responded with
the left key, a Simon effect was expected. If the infotainment system is also serving as a
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reference object relative to which the responses are being coded, when the participant
responds with right key, the Simon effect should be reduced or even absent.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants
45 introductory psycholoogy undergraduate students (31 male and 14 female with
mean age of 19 years) with all right-handed but three left-handed at Purdue University
participated for research credits. All reported having normal or corrected to normal vision
and audition, and were naïve to the purpose of the study.
2.1.2 Apparatus and Stimuli
Participants were seated in front of a 76-cm high table on which an Extreme
Competition Controls (ECCI; Burnsville, MN) steering wheel was mounted 10° off
vertical and tilted away from the participants. The distance between the seat and the
bottom of the wheel was about 25 cm. The non-biological co-actor was a 21 in. LCD
monior with a 34° diagonal eccentricity, which is often chosen as the location for a
vehicle cockpit display (Wittmann et al., 2005), positioned to the right of the steering
wheel. A dynamic visualization of an inaudible song through “splashes” of 48 green
vertical bars was presented in the center of the display during the whole experiment
process. Instructions, fixation cross and visual response error message were presented on
a 100-in. projector screen in front of the participant (see Figrue A.1 in Appendix).
The stimuli were 200-Hz and 500-Hz tones of approximately 60 dB, respectively,
which were similar to the frequencies used in Experiment 1 of Hommel (1993). The
tones were delivered by two speakers located in front of the steering wheel desk, to the
left and right of the participant, at a one meter distance. The response keys were two red
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buttons on the top half of the steering wheel, one on the left and the other on the right, on
which the thumbs of the respective hands rested while the wheel was gripped by the
remaining fingers. Each participant sat centrally in front of the screen and responded to
only one pitch of tones, which were counterbalanced between participants. Stimulus
presentation, response recording, and data collection were controlled by E-prime 2.0
software installed in a Dell PC workstation.
2.1.3 Procedure
All participants were instructed to respond only to the assigned tone pitch (go
signal) with the left hand in one block and the right hand in the other, with order
counterbalanced across participants. They familiarized themselves with the task by first
completing 18 practice trials (9 go trials, 9 no-go trials) that were not subjected to
analysis. The following 360 experimental trials (half go trials, half no-go trials) were
separated into two blocks of 180 trials each. Each block consisted of two parts and a
break in between; each part included 60 corresponding (tone presented on the same side
of assigned button), 60 neutral (sound presented in both speakers), and 60 noncorresponding trials (tone presented on the side of button that should not be pressed),
randomly intermixed. Participants were told to put their thumbs on top of the response
buttons during the whole experiment and to respond as quickly and accurately as possible
only on the go trials.
Each trial began with a cross filling an empty circle fixation in the center of the
screen for 50 ms; 500 ms after the cross’s offset, a tone was presented via the left or right
speaker, to which a response was to be made based on the pitch. An intertrial interval of
1500 ms began immediately after a correct response or following a 1000-ms visual error
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message after an incorrect response. Without incorrectly responding, no-go trials were
terminated 2000 ms after the stimulus onset. But for go trials, an error message was
presented for 1000 ms on the screen if no response had been detected within 2000 ms of
stimulus onset. Stimulus pitches and locations were randomized within each trial block.
2.2 Results
Mean correct RTs and percent errors (PEs) per each participants, correspondence
condition and response hands were calculated. And the correspondence analysis was only
based on the results of go trials (also in Experiments 2 and 3). Error trials and trials on
which RTs faster than 200 ms or outside of 2.5 standard deviations were excluded from
statistical analysis. One participant was excluded who made more than 10% errors, two
participants were excluded due to the mean RT difference between left and right response
were over 150 ms, and another two participants were omitted as their standard deviation
was over 200 ms and their mean RTs were almost twice the overall mean RT, indicating
a lack of attention or concentration on the experiment.
Neutral trials were included in the experiment to replicate a general RT advantage
for those trials reported in Sebanz et al.’s (2003) experiments, which was contradictory to
a baseline provided by neutral trials in Simon task (e.g., Simon & Rudell, 1967). With a
similar advantage pattern observed in current study, neutral trials were not included in the
statistical analysis for this experiment or the others due to my main concern being the
correspondence effects. But the neutral condition is considered in the General Discussion.
2.2.1 Mean Response Time
A 2 (correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was
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performed on RTs. The main effect of correspondence was significant, F(1,39) = 14.72, p
< .001,

= .274, but not the main effect of response location, F(1,39) = 2.30, p = .137,

= .056. The interaction between response location and correspondence approached
the .05 level, F(1,39) = 3.17, p = .083,

= .075 (see Figure 2.1). Separate ANOVAs

showed that the 12-ms correspondence effect for the left hand was significant, F(1,39) =
24.31, p < .001,

= .384, whereas the 4-ms correspondence effect for the right hand was

not, F(1,39) = 1.20, p = .281,

= .030. To check for possible hand order or frequency

effects, an additional ANOVA was performed adding hand order and stimuli frequency
as between-subject factors. Neither the main effects nor any higher order effect was
significant, Fs(1, 36) < 2.62, ps > .1.

Figure 2.1 Mean reaction time (RT) as a function of response location (Left hand, Right
hand) and correspondence (Corresponding, Neutral, Non-corresponding). Error bars
represent the within-subject standard errors of the mean differences of Experiment 1
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2.2.2 Simon Effect Distribution
Ten Simon effect values were obtained for each participant, one for each 10percentile bin, as described in the Introduction, and subjected to a 10 (Simon effect size:
from bin 1 to bin 10) × 2 (response location: left hand and right hand) repeated-measures
ANOVA. The bin main effect was not significant, F(9,351) = 0.71, p =.705,

= .018,

and the main effect of response location only approached the .05 level, F(1, 351) = 3.22,
p = .081,

= .076. However, the interaction of bin × response location was significant,

F(9, 351) = 2.05, p = .034,

= .050. As shown in Figure 2.2, for the left response the

Simon effect increased as mean RT increased, whereas for the right response the effect
was a constant, negligible value, A within-subject contrasts analysis showed a main
effect of bin for the left response, F(9, 351) = 2.36, p = .014,

= .0057, but not for the

right response.
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Figure 2.2 Simon effect as a function of mean reaction time (RT) for each bin of left and
right hand in Experiment 1
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2.2.3 Response Errors
A 2 (correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) ANOVA with repeated measures was performed for PE. Neither
the effect of correspondence, hand, nor the correspondence × response location
interaction was significant, Fs < 1.0 (see Table 2.1). An additional ANOVA that included
hand order and stimulus frequency as between-subject factors showed no other effects or
interactions. Besides, almost all errors occurred on no-go trials, produced by mistakenly
pressing the assigned go button. And, a 2 (go/no-go: go, no-go) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) ANOVA showed that PE on no-go trial errors was significantly
larger than on go trials, F(1,39) = 12.01, p = .001,

= .235.

Table 2.1 Mean reaction time (RT), mean percentage errors (PE) (in parentheses) of
corresponding, neutral, and non-corresponding conditions and correspondence effect
(Simon effect) observed in Experiments 1 to 3, as a function of display position
Display Position
Right
Left hand
Right hand

Left

W/O
Left hand
Right hand

Left hand

Right hand

Corresponding
Neutral

515 (0.4%)
512 (0.3%)

510 (0.6%)
504 (0.5%)

511 (0.4%)
506 (0.5%)

504 (0.4%)
500 (0.5%)

527 (0.2%)
522 (0.1%)

534 (0.5%)
530 (0.3%)

Noncorresponding

527 (0.3%)

514 (0.6%)

519 (0.5%)

519 (0.6%)

540 (0.3%)

544 (0.3%)

12

4

8

15

13

10

Simon Effect

*All RTs and Simon effect are in milliseconds.

2.3 Discussion
Experiment 1 investigated whether a right-located display with dynamic
visualization in a simulated driving cockpit would produce a Simon effect on a steering
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wheel’s left side button, but not the right one. Consistent with the hypothesis, a
significant Simon effect showed in the left-hand response condition but not in the righthand response condition. This difference seems to reflect the consistency of the left
button on the steering wheel with left position relative to the display and the
inconsistency of the right button. Although the interaction did not attain statistical
significance in the mean RT data, the significant interaction in the bin analyses shows
that the difference in Simon effects for the left-hand and right-hand responses emerged
across time. The Simon effect increased as RT increased for the left response, whereas
the Simon effect for the right response stayed at a consistently low level across the
distribution. Also, as no significant difference was found overall between the left-hand
and right-hand RTs, the results provide little evidence a predominantly right-handed
sample will show faster responses with the right-hand side steering wheel buttons.
As participants sat center-aligned with the screen and response buttons in the
current experiment, the “left” weight assigned to the left button may have been smaller
than that of the typical individual go/no-go Simon task experiment setting, in which
participants sat on the left side (see: Dolk et al., 2011, 2013; Sebanz, et al., 2003) or the
typical driving cockpit of right-hand traffic. In addition, a smaller Simon effect is
expected with a centrally located response button if compared to the response button on
outer location (Cho & Proctor, 2005), indicating that faster responses would be expected
in the steering wheel’s left response in a real driving cockpit environment.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT 2
According to the referential coding hypothesis, a Simon effect for the right-hand
response, but a smaller Simon effect for the left-hand response, should be obtained if the
display is placed to the left side of the steering wheel, as in driving a car with the steering
wheel on the right. Reversal of the relative size of the Simon effects for the left and right
hands, by switching the display position from right in Experiment 1 to left in Experiment
2, should produce a 3-way interaction of correspondence (the Simon effect), response
location, and experiment (display position). Such an interaction would verify a
contribution of referential coding relative to the infotainment of display to task
performance. Therefore, Experiment 2 was conducted with same arrangement as
Experiment 1, except that the display was placed to the left side of the driver.
3.1 Method
42 new introductory psychology undergraduate students (27 male and 15 female
with mean age of 20 years) with all right-handed but four left-handed at Purdue
University participated for research credits. All reported having normal or corrected to
normal vision and audition, and were naïve to the purpose of the study. The experimental
setting, including, design, task, stimuli and the amount of trials and the procedure were as
in Experiment 1, except the display was placed on the opposite side as Experiment 1 (see
Figure A.2 in Appendix).
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3.2 Results
Mean correct RTs and PEs as a function of correspondence, frequency, and order
were calculated for each participant. Trials for which RT was outside of 2.5 standard
deviations and smaller than 200 ms were excluded. Two participants were omitted from
the statistical analysis, one due to mean RT difference between left and right response
were over 150 ms, and the other due to bigger standard deviation and almost twice mean
RT if compared to the overall mean.
3.2.1 Mean Response Time
A 2 (correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) ANOVA with repeated measures was performed for RT. The main
effect of correspondence was significant, F(1,39) = 15.40, p < .001,

= .283, but not the

main effect of response location, F < 1. The interaction between correspondence and
response location was also not significant, F(1,39) = 2.19, p = .147,

= .053 (see Figure

3.1). The Simon effect was significant for both left and right responses, Fs(1,39) = 4.74
and 14.43, ps = .036 and < .001,

= .108 and .270. The mean Simon effect became

smaller for the left response, as would be expected on the basis of referential coding.
To check the possible hand order or frequency effect, an additional ANOVA was
performed by adding hand order and stimuli frequency as between-subject factors.
Neither order nor frequency shown any additional main effects or high order interactions,
Fs < 1, except a fourth order interaction among response location, correspondence,
frequency and order approached significant, F(1,36) = 3.38, p = .074,

= .086.
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Figure 3.1 Mean reaction time (RT) as a function of response location (Left hand, Right
hand) and correspondence (Corresponding, Neutral, Non-corresponding). Error bars
represent the within subject standard errors of the mean differences of Experiment 2

3.2.2 Simon Effect Distribution
Analysis of the Simon effect across the RT distribution similar to Experiment 1
showed a bin main effect, F(9,351) = 2.16, p = .024,

= .053, but the interaction

between bin and response location did not approach significance, F(9, 351) = 1.13, p
> .05,

= .028. The Simon effect increased across the RT distribution for the left hand

response and also, to lesser extent, for the right hand response (see Figure 3.2). Withinsubject contrasts analysis of each response showed a main effect of bin, F(9,351) = 3.73,
p < .001,
= .004,

= .087, and a significant linear trend for the left response, F(1,39) = 9.17, p
= .190. Again, neither the bin main effect, F < 1, p = .981, nor the linear trend,

F < 1, p = .659, were significant for right response.
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Figure 3.2 Simon effect as a function of mean reaction time (RT) for each bin of left and
right hand response in Experiment 2

3.2.3 Response Errors
A 2 (correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) ANOVA with repeated measures was performed for PE. Neither
the effect of correspondence, response location, nor their interactions were significant, Fs
< 1.0 (see Table 2.1). An additional ANOVA was done by adding hand order as betweensubject factors, and no other effects or interactions were significant or approached the
0.05 level. As in Experiment 1, errors were mainly made by mistakenly pressing the
assigned go button: PE showed no-go trials errors to be significant bigger than go trials,
F(1,39) = 8.29, p =.006,

= 0.175.
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3.2.4 Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2
The left-hand response tended to yield a smaller Simon effect than the right-hand
response in Experiment 2, which was the opposite of Experiment 1. Because the two
experiments differed only in display position, the data from Experiments 1 and 2 were
analyzed together, with display position added as a between-subject factor. That is, a 2
(correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location: left hand,
right hand) × 2 (display position: left, right) ANOVA, with repeated measures on the first
two factors, was performed for PE and RT. For the PE data, no term involving
experiment (display location) was significant, all Fs < 1. However, for RT, the results
showed a reliable three-way interaction between response location × correspondence ×
display position, F(1,78) = 5.30, p =.024,

= .064. This interaction confirms that the

position of the infotainment display influenced performance in the manner predicted on
the basis of coding of the responses relative to that display.
For the Simon effect distribution analyses, the Simon effect showed the
interaction between bin and response location was significant, F(9,702) = 3.02, p = .001,
= .037. No higher-order interactions with display were significant, Fs < 1, especially
the three way interaction between response location, bin, and display, F(9,702) < 1, p
= .976, revealing that the left and right response locations showed similar RT distribution
differences across Experiments 1 and 2, despite the influence of display location on the
mean Simon effects.
3.3 Discussion
Experiment 2 investigated whether a left-located display with dynamic
visualization in a simulated driving cockpit would produce a Simon effect on steering
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wheel’s right side button, which was reduced on the left one. Consistent with the
hypothesis, Simon effect increased (Experiment 1: 4 ms; Experiment 2: 15 ms) and was
significant in the right-hand condition. The Simon effect (8 ms) of left-hand responses
with the left steering wheel button was numerically smaller than that for the right hand,
and smaller than that for the left hand in Experiment 1 (12 ms), but the interaction of the
Simon effect with response location was not significant. More important, when
compared between Experiments 1 and 2, the 3-way interaction of display location,
correspondence, and response hand was significant, indicating the predicted effect of the
display reducing the Simon effect on the side nearest it.
The Simon effect distributions showed a significant effect of bin, but no
significant difference between left hand responded with left steering button and right
hand responded with right steering wheel button. Even though the Simon effect size
switched across the two experiments, the Simon effect distribution functions of the left
and right hands showed a similar pattern in the two experiments. In fact, the betweenexperiment ANOVA of the Simon effect as a function of RT bin showed an interaction of
bin with hand, but not a 3-way interaction of those variables with display location
(experiment).
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT 3
The finding of a significant Simon effect for both left- and right-hand responses in
Experiment 2 implies that the infotainment display is not the only reference frame
relative to which responses are being coded. If responses are being coded as left and
right relative to each other, likely due to placing the non-responding hand on the
alternative response button during the trial block, Simon effects should be evident for
both responses. So, Experiment 3 was conducted to investigate the correspondence effect
of left and right responses without the display.
4.1 Method
44 new introductory psychology undergraduate students (33 male and 11 female
with mean age of 20 years) with all right-handed but three left-handed at Purdue
University participated for research credits. All reported having normal or corrected to
normal vision and audition, and were naïve to the purpose of the study. The experimental
setting, including, design, task, stimuli and the amount of trials and the procedure were as
in Experiments 1 and 2, except the display was removed (see Figure A.3 in Appendix).
4.2 Results
Mean correct RTs and PEs as a function of correspondence, frequency, and order
were calculated for each participant. Trials for which RT was outside of 2.5 standard
deviations and smaller than 200 ms were excluded. Five participants performing below
the same criterion as previous two experiments were excluded from each condition.
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4.2.1 Mean Response Time.
An ANOVA with repeated measures on 2 (correspondence: corresponding, noncorresponding) × 2 (response location: left hand, right hand), only showed the main effect
of correspondence, F(1,38) = 35.07, p < .001,

= .480. Separate correspondence effect

analysis of each hand revealed the 10-ms correspondence effect observed on the right
hand was significant, F(1,38) = 10.24, p < .004,

= .212, as well as the 14-ms

correspondence effect observed on the left hand (see Figure 4.1), F(1,38) = 19.77, p
< .001,

= .342. To check the possible hand order or frequency effect, an additional

ANOVA was performed by adding hand order and stimuli frequency as between-subject
factors, no additional effects or interactions showed significant.

Figure 4.1 Mean reaction time (RT) as a function of response location (Left hand, Right
hand) and Correspondence (Corresponding, Neutral, Non-corresponding). Error bars
represent the within subject standard errors of the mean differences in Experiment 3
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4.2.2 Simon Effect Distribution
Bin analysis showed that the bin main effect did not reach significance, F(9,342)
= 1.03, p > .05,

= .026, nor did the interaction of bin and response location, F(9, 342)

= 0.34, p > .05,

= .009. However, the trends were similar to the earlier experiments,

with the Simon effect for the left hand, but not the right hand, being least in the earlier
part of the distribution (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 Simon effect as a function of mean reaction time (RT) for each bin of left and
right hand in Experiment 3

4.2.3 Response Errors
A 2 (correspondence: corresponding, non-corresponding) × 2 (response location:
left hand, right hand) ANOVA with repeated measures was performed for PE. Neither
the effect of correspondence effect, nor the response location, nor interactions, were
significant with all Fs < 1. The results of response PE are shown in Table 2.1. An
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additional ANOVA was done by adding hand order and stimuli frequency as betweensubject factors, no other effects or interactions were significant or approached the 0.05
level, Fs < 1. A 2 (go/no-go: go, no-go) × 2 (response location: left hand, right hand)
ANOVA showed that no-go trials errors was significant larger than go trials, F(1,38) =
8.55, p = .006,

= 0.184.
4.3 Discussion

By removing the display, a significant Simon effect was obtained for left-hand
responses with the left button and right-hand responses with right button, respectively.
And the result of the each response was similar to the corresponding response in
Experiment 1 or Experiment 2. The RT distribution analysis showed no main effect of
bin or interaction between hand and bin, but the distributions of the left and right hands
still showed a similar pattern as Experiments 1 and 2, and the range in which the
distributions varied was between the distribution of Experiments 1 and 2.
As noted in the Introduction, typically, spatial position of the stimulus does not
influence RTs between corresponding and noncorresponding S-R ensembles in go/no-go
reaction tasks unless a person or salient referent object is present. However when a
second finger (that does not need to respond) of the same hand was placed on a response
key (that is not involved for response) in a simple reaction task of Hommel’s (1996)
Experiment 4, showed a 16 ms correspondence effect was significant. Ivanoff and Klein’s
(2001) study further confirmed Hommel’s observation. They reported a significant
correspondence effect when one index finger was used in a simple RT task with passively
putting the other hand’s index finger on a task-irrelevant response key. For example, for
trials of left-key presses (on the ‘z’ key in keyboard) with left index finger, participants
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also placed their right hand’s index finger on the ‘/’ key, but was instructed not to press
the key. The Simon effect was absent, though, when the non-responding effector was not
involved in the task. These prior findings suggest that the Simon effect obtained in
Experiment 3, and also part of the effect in Experiments 1 and 2, is due to participants
placing the passive hand on the alternative response button.
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The horizontal dimension is particularly salient during driving, not only as the
vehicle is always on the right side or the left side of the road, depending on the traffic
rule, but also as the cockpit inside is filled with left-right positioned seats, center located
infotainment display, left seated driver, etc. Therefore, multiple spatial reference frames
are provided inside the vehicle cockpit. As spatial coding of responses with left and right
buttons is relative to the presence of another salient horizontal refrential frame (Dolk et
al., 2013), the steering wheel’s left and right button’s spatial correspondence with the
infotainment display likely has an effect beyond promixity compatibility. Three
experiments were performed examining the Simon effect obtained from a steering
wheel’s left and right button response, respectively, as a function of display position with
natural hand position.
When the display was positioned on the right side of the steering wheel,
simulating a right-hand traffic vehicle, a significant Simon effect was observed in the left
hand, but not the right hand. When display position was changed to the left side of
steering wheel, simulating a left-hand traffic vehicle, the right hand now showed a
significant Simon effect. The Simon effect for the left hand tended to be smaller, but it
was still significant, In Experiment 3, with the display removed, the Simon effects
observed from both hands were also significant, with the left-hand effect size similar to
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that in Experiment 1, while the right-hand effect size was in the middle of the results of
Experiments 1 and 2.
Although the Simon effect observed for the left-hand response in Experiment 1 or
for the right-hand response in Experiment 2 was about 14 ms on average, this size is
comparable to that reported in other go/no-go Simon tasks (e.g., Dolk et al., 2013: 11 ms;
Guagnano et al., 2010: 7 ms; Sebanz et al., 2003: 9 ms). Importantly, the referential
spatial coding provided by the simulated infotainment display was confirmed by the
interaction of spatial correspondence with response (left hand; right hand) and display
position (Experiment 1: right; Experiment 2: left): A significantly smaller Simon effect
was shown for the response that was to the side of the infotainment display than for the
response that was to the opposite side.
With the steering wheel located in the center of the desk, and the participant
center-aligned with the steering wheel, the spatial referential coding conflict imposed on
the right-hand response in Experiment 1 (or left-hand response in Experiment 2) may
have been weaker than that in a real driving cockpit. In a driving cockpit of a right-hand
traffic (or left-hand traffic) vehicle, both steering wheel and driver are left located (or
right located in left-hand traffic vehicle’s driving cockpit), which adds another spatial
conflicts on the right hand response with right button (or left hand response with left
button). Besides, the passenger seat on the right (or left in the left-hand traffic vehicle) of
driver also provides another potential spatial coding conflict on the right-hand response
(or left hand response in left-hand traffic). In addition, a passenger seated on the right (or
left in the left-hand traffic vehicle) side of driver also adds another spatial coding conflict
on the right-hand response (or left hand response in left-hand traffic vehicle). Therefore,
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further decrease or disappearance of Simon effect would be expected on the right-hand
response (or left-hand response in left-hand traffic vehicle) based on the multiple spatial
referential codes (Roswarski & Proctor, 1996).
However, without an infotainment display, the significant Simon effect observed
for both the left response and right response in Experiment 3 revealed that the Simon
effects observed for the left-hand response in Experiment 1 and right-hand response in
Experiment 2 were not only due to spatial referential coding provided by the infotainment
display. Indeed, it is not hard to find evidence that the nonresponding hand placed on the
opposite task irrelevant response button did build up a spatial referential frame for the
current go/no-go Simon task. Similar results were also reported in previous studies that
either added another passive finger of the same hand or the index finger from the other
hand in simple reaction tasks could generate the Simon effect which was absent or
nonsignificant without the nonresponding effector (Hommel, 1996; Ivanoff & Klein,
2001). Therefore, the smaller Simon effect of the right-hand response in Experiment 1
and left-hand response in Experiment 2 is attributable to the conflicts happening among
spatial referential codes built by the stimulus, the infotainment display, and the
nonresponding hand. Again, the results of Experiment 3 further confirmed the hypothesis
of multiple spatial referential coding on Simon effect.
Different from the mean effect size, the infotainment display’s position did not
show any reliable influence on the Simon effect distribution, which is often taken to
reflect the dynamic activation process for the location code. Instead, a consistent
distribution difference between left-hand and right-hand responses regardless of the
display position was found. This difference approached significance between hand and
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display position, revealing some factors which are possibly hidden in the mean effect size
analysis.
Research on the Simon effect and handedness can be traced back to the study of
Simon and Rudell (1967) in which the Simon effect was discovered. An auditory Simon
task was designed in their study, where both right- and left-handed participants made
key-press responses to the stimuli presented in left and right ear. Besides the interaction
between stimulus and response locations (i.e., the Simon effect), they also reported an
interaction between handedness and response position, indicating that right-handers
responded faster (with right hand) to stimuli presented in the right ear whereas lefthanders responded faster (with left hand) to stimuli presented in the left ear.
Later, Ivanoff(1998) further investigated lateral asymmetries on the Simon effect
with two theoretically distinct groups of left- (consistent and inconsistent) and right(consistent and predominant) handed participants in their Experiment 1. In agreement
with the previous result, similar performance patterns were reported for both left- and
right-handers: right-handers right responses to rightward stimuli tended to be faster than
left responses to leftward stimulus, whereas the opposite was true for the left-handers.
Lately, the lateral asymmetries on the Simon effect were also confirmed by Rubichi and
Nicoletti’s (2006) Experiment 1. Using a crossed-hand placement in their Experiment 2
(for which the left hand operates the right key and the right hand operates the left key), a
reversed pattern of results was shown with respect to typical empirical findings. This
result suggests that the asymmetric Simon effect observed in relation to handedness
depend on the field of operation in which the dominant hand operated at a given moment.
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However, an individual go/no-go Simon task was implemented across
Experiments 1 to 3, in which each participant was required to respond with one dedicated
button on the steering wheel to one type of two auditory stimuli presented from either left
or right, rendering the Simon task into a go/no-go reaction task. With the majority (95%)
right-handed participants, no different effect size was evident for the left and right hands
in Experiment 3, indicating no handedness advantage in the current study’s results. This
result is in agreement with several empirical findings. First of all, no hand dominance
effects were found in one-hand conditions when participants performed a reaching task
(Rabbitt, 1978). Also, Sathiamoorthy, Sathiamoorthy, Krishnamoorthy, Hiremath, and
Shenoy (1994) compared right- and left-handed participants on visual and auditory
simple reaction task, found no differences emerged, indicating handedness differences
emerges as a result of cognitive influences. Later, in his review, Peter (1995) also
emphasized that attention is asymmetrically distributed during bimanual activities. Thus,
because only one hand was involved during the current tasks, an attentional bias toward
one effector field is excluded, and attention seems to be symmetrically allocated along
the body midline to the stimulus dimension. The faster responses observed in the neutral
conditions from Experiments 1to 3 seem to support this claim as this neutral condition
advantage is typically not found in a Simon task.
Although handedness differences are not supported from the perspective of the
mean effect analysis in the current task setting, some evidence still favors the possibility
of a dynamic property difference between left hand response and right hand response.
Larger cortical representation of the dominant hand than the nondominant hand (Triggs,
Subramanium, & Rossi, 1999), derived from past experiences, would make the spatial
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attention processes related to the dominant hand more efficient than those related to the
nondominant hand (Rubichi & Nicoletti, 2006). The relatively similar effect size along
the whole RT distribution of the right-hand response versus a gradually increasing pattern
along the distribution time course of the left-hand response seems to match the
hypothesis that attentional processes are more efficient for the dominant hand.
Because the current study was conducted in a simulated driving cockpit, the
influence from participants’ past experience in the driving cockpit should also be
considered. Scharine and McBeath (2002) found that walking direction preference is an
additive function of both learned driving patterns and handedness. In their study, the
authors tested participants in both the United States and England in a simple “T-maze”
task in order to compare the direction preference. Left and right handedness and left-hand
traffic and right-hand traffic driving experience were varied between participants. The
results showed that the preference to turn right was attributable to learning derived from
traffic rules that specify driving on the right side of the road and also related to
handedness. With exposure to the right-hand traffic vehicle driving cockpit in America,
the right positioned infotainment display was widely experienced by all participants.
Similar to the right turn preference, the past experience with right positioned displays in
addition with the efficient spatial attention processing on the right-hand side possibly
produced the different Simon effect distributions of the left-hand and right-hand
responses. However, as effects from hand and response button are mixed in the result due
to the experimental setting, the distribution difference obtained could possibly be due to
the differences between the left and right buttons.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Within a simulated driving cockpit, the findings for a tendency of a faster
response with the left-side steering wheel button of a right-traffic vehicle will be
worthwhile to test in a simulated driving environment. On the one hand, spatial
compatibility also exists in a driving environment, so that the same display position
manipulation should yield similar findings. On the other hand, because the millisecondlevel spatial compatibility effect (auditory: about 40 ms; visual: about 30 ms) was
increased to more than 1s in the previous studies (e.g., Murata & Miriwaka, 2005; Wang
& Murata; 2008), it is possible that the observed 14-ms benefit of the response button to
the other side of the display in current study will be increased as well, indicating a bigger
impact on driving.
Besides, it should be noted that the operation of button in this study was simple,
as only one button was involved in both left and right steering wheel. Lately, multiple
buttons related to one function are commonly seen in steering wheel-button design, such
as volume up and volume down. Therefore, besides a go/no-go task, a two-choice or
multiple-choice reaction task is also involved with the operation of buttons within one
group. Again, a horizontal spatial arrangement within these group-buttons provides an
additional reference frame into the response coding of the within-group left and right
buttons, which probably affects the response times between these within-group buttons.
Future research should conduct a similar comparative experiment to measure the RT
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differences between multiple buttons positioned horizontally or orthogonally on each side
of the steering wheel to verify compatibility effect currently reported.
Additional research is needed to test whether the left-hand response and righthand response Simon effect distribution difference is due to the hands difference or also
restricted to the auditory stimuli used in current study. That is, the Simon effect
distribution for auditory stimuli typically increases as RT increases (Wascher et al, 2001),
as was the case for the left-hand response in the present study. Since the distribution of
the Simon effect for visual stimuli typically shows a decreasing pattern, reversed results
could possibly be obtained if the stimulus modality matters, suggesting another factor to
consider when applying the spatial compatibility principle.
Taken together, the present results suggest that the spatial compatibility of the
steering wheel’s left- and right-button responses can be influenced by the multiple spatial
referential coding provided within the driving cockpit. As demonstrated, an infotainment
display positioned on the right of the steering wheel can bring spatial coding conflicts to
the response made by the steering wheel’s right button, decreasing the spatial
compatibility effect. Hence, with the faster responses made with the steering wheel
button to the opposite side of the infotainment display, a practical suggestion for
optimizing layout of the steering wheel buttons is to put the safety and driving-related
features, which require the fastest responses, such as cruise control or a proposed handoperated brake (Szczerba, Geisler, Duffy, Rowland, & Kang, 2006) on the left side of the
steering wheel.
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Figures for Experimental Settings

Figure A.1 The Experimental Setting Used in Experiment 1

Figure A.2 The Experimental Setting Used in Experiment 2
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Figure A.3 The Experimental Setting Used in Experiment 3

